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Abstract—Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) is a promising non-volatile memory technology which enables modern in-memory computing architectures. Although RRAMs are known to be superior to conventional memories in many aspects, they suffer from a low write endurance. In this paper, we focus on balancing memory write traffic as a solution to extend the lifetime of resistive crossbar architectures. As a case study, we monitor the write traffic in a Programmable Logic-in-Memory (PLiM) architecture, and propose an endurance management scheme for it. The proposed endurance-aware compilation is capable of handling different trade-offs between write balance, latency, and area of the resulting PLiM implementations. Experimental evaluations on a set of benchmarks including large arithmetic and control functions show that the standard deviation of writes can be reduced by 86.65% on average compared to a naive compiler, while the average number of instructions and RRAM devices also decreases by 36.45% and 13.67%, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) has attracted high attention since it is providing new opportunities from memory to architecture design. RRAMs are known to be a non-volatile memory technology with lower power consumption and high scalability which has the potential to replace conventional memories [1]. In order to store information in RRAMs, its internal resistance state should be switched between a low or high value [2]. This property enables executing Boolean logic operations within a RRAM, which is of high interest for the design of in-memory computing circuits and systems. Integration of storage and computation units enabled by the resistive switching property of RRAMs, also provides an alternative solution for the CMOS technology used for today’s computer architectures, which is already suffering from limited scalability, leakage power, and reliability issues [3], [4].

As a non-volatile memory technology, RRAMs outperform SRAM and eDRAM in the aforementioned cases. However, they have a limited write endurance. In the best existing RRAM architectures, a cell can endure about 10^{10} [5] to 10^{11} write counts [6]. There are many approaches that try to improve memory lifetime. Some approaches are based on a write balancing scheme [7], [8], [9] mainly proposed for another non-volatile memory technology known as Phase-Change Memory (PCM), which has a lower write endurance compared to RRAM [1]. There are also other approaches which use error correcting techniques to fix the hard failures [10].

In this paper, we focus on balancing the write traffic as a solution to extend the lifetime of RRAMs used for in-memory computing. We target the Programmable Logic-in-Memory (PLiM) computer architecture proposed in [11] as a case study. We survey the reasons of unbalanced write traffic in PLiM and propose an endurance management scheme for it to get a more uniform distribution of the writes over all memory cells. Experiments on large arithmetic and control benchmark functions show considerably improved write balance. For some functions, the standard deviations of the write counts are reduced by more than 90% compared to a naive approach.

II. LOGIC-IN-MEMORY WRITE TRAFFIC

When using RRAMs for in-memory computing, some memory cells face much higher write counts than others. In this section, we survey the reasons for unbalanced write traffic in some existing logic-in-memory computing approaches.

So far a variety of approaches has been proposed for synthesis of logic-in-memory computing circuits, mostly based on material implication (IMP: \( p \rightarrow q = \overline{p} \lor q \)) [12], [13] and some using other basic operations [14], [15], [11]. In all these approaches, the target function can only be executed using a certain number of RRAM devices and after a number of operations, which increases rapidly as the size of the function increases. Hence, lowering the number of operations and the number of resistive memories is considered the main target in the design of current in-memory computing synthesis approaches.

In [16], an IMP-based NAND gate was proposed. The gate is implemented with two resistive switches and the NAND function is executed within three computational steps. Regardless of the required operations to load the primary inputs of the gate into the two allocated devices, only one of them, the so-called work device, is rewritten after each operation while the other keeps its initial value. Using IMP for synthesis, this unbalanced distribution of writes happens due to the lack of commutativity property, which results in higher write traffic in the memory cell storing the output of the operation. Nevertheless, the write traffic can be spread more evenly over the entire memory by considering extra RRAM devices to replace those with high write counts. This will also require additional operations to copy the contents of RRAMs into fresh ones or ones with lower write counts. However, being unwilling to spend more time or area, this intrinsic unbalanced write can become even worse. For example, [17] proposes a synthesis approach that considers only two work resistive devices besides \( N \) input devices, where \( N \) is the number of input variables of the Boolean function. It is obvious that the work devices used in implementations based on such an approach suffer from short lifetime.

In [11], an operation based on the 3-input majority function \([xyz] = xy \lor xz \lor yz = (x \lor y)(x \lor z)(x \lor z)\) was proposed to perform Boolean functions on a crossbar array of Bipolar Resistive Switches (BRS). The operation called 3-input Resistive Majority (RM_3) exploits an intrinsic majority property of resistive memories. Denoting the value stored in the memory by \( Z \), and the signals applied to its top and bottom terminals, by \( P \) and \( Q \), respectively, the updated value of \( Z \)
A. Preliminaries

1) Majority Inverter Graphs: MIG is a data structure for efficient representation of Boolean functions which consists of 3-input majority nodes and complemented edges [18], [20]. In general MIGs can be efficiently exploited for logic-in-memory computing due to benefiting from the resistive majority property enabled by RM3 [19], [21].

In [18], a Boolean algebra was proposed for MIGs to obtain more efficient graphs w.r.t. the considered criteria. The following set (Ω) includes the primitive axioms which are theoretically sufficient to reach any logically equivalent MIG from an arbitrary one [18].

\[
\Omega = \begin{cases}
\text{Commutativity - } \Omega.C & \langle xy \rangle = \langle yx \rangle \\
\text{Majority - } \Omega.M & \begin{cases}
\langle xy \rangle = x = y & \text{if } x = y \\
\langle xy \rangle = z & \text{if } x = \bar{y}
\end{cases} \\
\text{Associativity - } \Omega.A & \langle xu(yuz) \rangle = \langleuzu(xu) \rangle \\
\text{Distributivity - } \Omega.D & \langle xy(zuv) \rangle = \langle (xya)(xuyv)z \rangle \\
\text{Inverter Propagation - } \Omega.I & \langle x \rangle = \langle \bar{x}z \rangle
\end{cases}
\]

A more advanced set of identities called Ψ was also proposed in [18] to make the length of axioms required for transforming MIGs practically possible. Here, we only introduce one Ψ axiom, which is referred in this paper, called Complementary Associativity Ψ.C = \langle x, u, (y, \bar{x}, z) \rangle = \langle x, u, (y, x, z) \rangle.

Using MIGs for resistive in-memory computing, the nodes with multiple complemented edges impose extra costs in both area and delay. An extended inverter propagation axiom from right to left denoted by Ω.I_{R→L(1−3)} was proposed in [19] to control the extra costs caused by complemented edges. Ω.I_{R→L(1−3)} includes the three transformations (1) \langle \bar{x}yz \rangle = \langle xyz \rangle, (2) \langle \bar{x}uy \rangle = \langle xyu \rangle, and (3) \langle \bar{x}yz \rangle = \langle xy\bar{z} \rangle.

2) PLiM Architecture: The PLiM architecture is capable of performing logic operations on a regular RRAM array. To execute a Boolean function, PLiM translates its MIG representation to a set of RM3 instructions. Implementing logic operations within memory cells requires to control the distribution of signals and the scheduling of operations considering latency, area, and management [11], [21].

The PLiM controller consists of a wrapper for the RRAM array. It reads the instructions from the memory array and performs computing operations (RM3) within the memory array. As a wrapper, PLiM uses the addressing and read/write peripheral circuitry of the RRAM array. When the control signal is equal to zero, the controller is off and the whole array works as a standard RAM system. When the controller is on, the circuit starts performing computation. The controller consists of a simple finite state machine and few work registers, in order to operate the RM3 instruction [11]. The instruction format consists of the first operand A, the second operand B and the destination Z. Operands A and B are then read from constants or from the memory array, and RM3 is performed during the write operation to the memory location Z by setting P to A and Q to B. This value of node Z is then updated by Z ← \langle ABZ \rangle. When the write operation is completed, a program counter is incremented, and a new cycle of operation is triggered.

3) PLiM Compiler: An MIG-based compiler for PLiM was proposed in [21], which aims at optimizing the resulting programs w.r.t. the number of instructions and RRAM devices. The sequential nature of PLiM makes the number of MIG nodes a determining factor in the length of instructions required for computing a Boolean function. However, other factors such as complemented edges and fanouts can also be a reason for more instructions. According to RM3, any MIG node with more or less than a single complemented edge requires extra instruction. Moreover, an MIG node needs at least one single fanout child which can be rewritten by the result of the computation. Otherwise, more instructions must be performed to copy one of the children in another RRAM to be used later at its fanout target. Any of these issues with complemented edges and fanouts requires two additional instructions and one RRAM and thus should be addressed during optimization procedure.

Algorithm 1 shows the MIG rewriting proposed for PLiM compiler [21]. A cycle of the algorithm starts with conventional MIG rewriting for node minimization proposed in [18], [20] (steps 2–4) and terminates with the extension of inverter propagation axioms (steps 5–6) to tackle the issue of complemented edges.

```
1 for (cycles = 0; cycles < effort; cycles++) do
2    \Omega.M; \Omega.D_{R→L};
3    \Omega.A; \Psi.C;
4    \Omega.M; \Omega.D_{R→L};
5    \Omega.I_{R→L(1−3)};
6    \Omega.I_{R→L};
7 end
```

Algorithm 1: MIG rewriting for PLiM compiler [21]

A compilation approach including two parts of node selection and translation was also proposed in [21] to reduce the number of RRAM devices for PLiM implementations. The node selection aims at finding an order for computing nodes of a given MIG which results in a smaller number of RRAMs, while the node translation chooses the operands of RM3 to compute a node with the minimum number of instructions and RRAMs.

The nodes are selected for computation according to a priority list of all computable candidates, i.e. nodes whose children have been already computed. The nodes are first compared based on the number of RRAMs which can be released after computing the node. This reduces the number of RRAMs because the released ones can be reused for the next computations. In case of an equal number of releasing fanins for two nodes, their position in the priority list is decided based on their fanout level indices. In this case, the compiler chooses...
a node whose fanout has lower level index, i.e. lower waiting time for the node’s value to be used at the fanout target. This way, the RRAMs allocated for nodes with long waiting times are blocked for shorter duration and can be reused sooner, which reduces the number of RRAMs.

In this work, we utilize the same node selection scheme but try to integrate endurance considerations into the node selection procedure.

B. Endurance Management for PLiM

In this section, we propose four techniques which jointly balance the write traffic for the PLiM computer. Two techniques work directly based on the write counts of the memory cells, and the others based on MIG rewriting and compilation to address the intrinsic sources of unbalanced write existing in MIGs.

1-2) Direct Endurance Management: During PLiM compilation, write endurance can be easily considered whenever an RRAM device is requested such that if there are any freed RRAMs at the time of request, the one with the smallest write count is returned. We call this “minimum write count strategy” which is a simple but also an essential technique to lower the deviation of writes. However, it is not still sufficient to obtain a good write balance. In this work, we also consider the conflicts of area and latency with the write distribution of the resulting PLiM programs. Indeed, we try to address those parts of the compilation procedure that worsen the write traffic but keep the number of instructions and RRAMs as low as possible.

For example, computing the MIG shown in Fig. 1 by PLiM, the writes cannot be balanced completely over all allocated RRAMs unless additional instructions and RRAM devices are consumed. We assume that node A is already computed and node B is the best candidate for PLiM to be computed next. In this case, the compiler chooses the RRAM storing the value of node A, let us call it X, as the destination of RM3. This is because the RRAMs storing the two other children nodes of B have more than one fanout. Selecting a node with multiple fanouts as the destination of RM3 will require two extra instructions and one extra RRAM to copy the values of the nodes to use them later at their other fanout targets. Therefore, node A is written again regardless of its current number of writes, and its content is replaced by the result of computation of node B. A similar situation occurs when computing node C. To compute node C, the compiler first sets the only complemented child shown with a dotted edge, i.e. node D, as the second operand of RM3 for more efficiency. Between the two other remaining children, only node B has a single fanout whose value is stored in RRAM X. Accordingly, again X will be selected as the destination of operation in order to avoid extra costs, while the RRAM keeping the value of node D might have much smaller write count.

As shown in the example above, rewriting the same RRAM repeatedly can continue for a large number of node computations depending on the situation of single fanouts and complemented edges in the MIG. This condition causes an unbalanced write distribution which cannot be controlled without extra costs in terms of execution time and area. A solution for this problem is to consider a maximum allowed number of writes per RRAM device. This way, the RRAMs which reach this maximum write count are kept out of the free set and cannot be requested anymore. As a result, a fresh RRAM should be allocated which increases the number of RRAMs. Moreover, the number of instructions can also increase since the ideal case of nodes with a single fanout child can not be only exploited if the write threshold is satisfied. Otherwise, two extra instructions must be performed for computing the candidate node to load one of its children nodes into a fresh RRAM or one with a valid write count to be used as the destination. We refer to this endurance management technique as the “maximum write count strategy.”

The two strategies mentioned above can be utilized for any in-memory computing method and memory endurance management in general. To achieve a more comprehensive endurance management scheme for the PLiM computer, in the following we refer to some key characteristics specifically applicable to PLiM. We first study how a slightly different MIG rewriting algorithm can enhance the distribution of writes over the memory. Then, we propose an endurance-aware node selection during compilation to get a better write traffic.

3) Endurance-Aware MIG Rewriting: Algorithm 2 describes the proposed endurance-aware MIG rewriting. The algorithm improves the write balance as well as maintaining the main role of MIG rewriting, i.e. minimizing the number of instructions, by applying Ω.I \rightarrow L and Ω.D \rightarrow L to reduce the number of nodes, and inverter propagation axioms, Ω.I \rightarrow L(1−3) and Ω.I \rightarrow L to control the extra instructions required for complemented edges.

In comparison to Algorithm 1, we have removed Ψ.C which was disadvantageous due to removing a single complemented edge of an MIG node, which is actually considered an ideally low cost case for the RM3 operation. Instead, Ω.A is sandwiched by two sets of inverter propagation axioms (Steps 3–7) to maximize the gain by presence of ideal nodes with a single inverted child. This also reshapes the MIG and creates more opportunities for further reduction in the number of nodes (Step 8). At the end, Ω.I \rightarrow L (Step 9) is applied to remove the eliminate costly nodes with three inverted children.

Algorithm 2 does not explicitly target cases such as repeatedly writing a memory cell due to the condition of fanouts or complemented edges, but it can decrease the number of nodes further and results in a more useful distribution of complemented edges. This effects lead to a lower total number of writes and increase the possibility of regular change of the switching device.
4) Endurance-Aware Node Selection: As explained before, the write traffic highly depends on the MIG features, including the condition of inverters and fanouts in the graph. Here, we discuss another MIG feature which can have a considerable effect on the write distribution.

The structure of the MIG can help to distribute the writes more evenly if RRAMs in use are released and reused with a similar frequency. Indeed, the issue with endurance management happens when some RRAM devices are blocked for a long time and some others are rewritten very often. In such a situation, the number of writes for the RRAMs used to execute the PLiM program can vary widely. Thus, some RRAM devices reach to the end of their lifetime much faster than others which shortens the normal duration that the PLiM computer can work reliably.

Fig. 2 shows an MIG with the problem explained above. Let us assume that node A is already computed and $X_A$ designates the RRAM keeping its value. It is obvious that $X_A$ is still required and cannot be released until node G is computed. Node A targets several nodes in higher levels which means longer waiting time for $X_A$, while all other nodes only target the nodes in the very next levels. In comparison, the RRAMs storing the values of nodes B and C, indicated by $X_B$ and $X_C$, respectively, can be released when nodes D and E are computed and one of them can be rewritten again to compute node F. $X_B$ and $X_C$ can also be rewritten before by the values of their target nodes D and E. Considering that the initial number of writes has been equal for all the mentioned RRAMs, $X_B$ and $X_C$ might have been rewritten at least one or two times more than $X_A$, which we call a blocked RRAM, when the root node G is computed.

The impact of blocked RRAMs on write traffic can be much more noticeable in large MIGs with high level differences. Nevertheless, write balance can be enhanced if we compute the nodes with long waiting time as late as possible. In the example above, the write traffic can be managed if the compiler computes nodes B and C before A. For this purpose, we reverse the priority of nodes in the compilation procedure. Thus, the candidate nodes with the smallest fanout level index, which means the shortest storage duration, are computed first. The second node selection principle, i.e. number of releasing RRAMs, is considered if there are several candidate nodes with equal fanout level indices. In this case, the node with the largest number of releasing RRAMs is selected for computation. Algorithm 3 describes the procedure to select between two candidate nodes.

Although using this endurance-aware node selection strategy for PLiM compiler improves the memory write balance, it has slightly lower efficiency in comparison with the initial node selection scheme. Nevertheless, the small increase in the number of instructions and RRAMs might not matter regarding the write traffic improvement.

It is worth noting that the unbalanced write distribution caused by blocked RRAM devices waiting for quite long time cannot be eliminated but only decreased. In fact, an evenly distributed write traffic for an MIG with large differences between fanout origins and targets is not possible by only postponing computation of nodes with longer waiting times. The sequential nature of PLiM architecture anyway imposes a waiting list of blocked RRAMs which cannot be released until the root node or nodes close to it are computed. We consider this factor as the main difficulty of endurance management for a generic MIG-based in-memory computing architecture constructed upon a resistive crossbar array.

The issue of blocked RRAMs could be considered as an objective during MIG rewriting to keep the level differences between connected nodes low. However, MIGs optimized this way might not be favorable w.r.t. the length of instructions. The proposed MIG rewriting focuses on reducing the number of nodes and complemented edges which have a direct impact on latency. Reducing the number of nodes already makes the connections between nodes more complicated which means higher number of nodes targeting farther levels.

### Algorithm 3: Comparison of MIG nodes for the endurance-aware node selection

```plaintext
1 forall the MIG nodes $A$ and $B \in \text{Candidate Set}$ do
2   if ($A/B$ has the smaller fanout level index) then
3     Select $A/B$;
4   end
5   else if $|\text{releasing RRAMs}(A)| > |\text{releasing RRAMs}(B)|$ then
6     Select $A$;
7   end
8   else
9     Select $B$;
10 end
```

### IV. Experimental Evaluations

We have experimented our results on a set of benchmarks including 18 functions. The benchmark set includes large arithmetic and random control functions possessing up to 1204 primary inputs and 1231 primary outputs. The number of cycles for MIG rewriting, i.e. effort, is set to 5 in all experiments. The standard deviation, which is known as a robust statistical metric, is used to describe the distribution of writes over entire memory cells required for computing an MIG representing a Boolean function. Minimum and maximum number of writes are also given for a more precise statistical description.

Table I shows the standard deviation, and minimum and maximum number of writes performed for the RRAM devices required by the PLiM computer for each benchmark function. The results are given in an incremental manner in different columns to clearly show the effect of each proposed endurance management technique, excluding the maximum write strategy. The improvement of standard deviation obtained by each technique is compared to the corresponding naive implementations, which only benefit from node translation but not MIG rewriting and node selection.

To see the effect of the general purpose compilation, we have also provided the statistical values representing the write distribution obtained by the PLiM compiler [21] in the second group columns. The compiler proposed in [21] tackles the

---

1) [http://lsi.epfl.ch/benchmarks]
average number of instructions and RRAMs slightly increases
pilation with the naive approach. As shown in the table, the
aware rewriting and both endurance-aware rewriting and com-
devices required for the PLiM programs using only endurance-
compilation instead of that used in [21]. Finally, adding the
further up to 64.42% by use of the proposed endurance-aware
presented minimum write strategy. This improvement increases
average value of 30.95% to 57.07% after only adding the
average number of instructions and RRAMs as the cost metrics, how-
fluence the required number of instructions and RRAMs.
ning the minimum write count strategy does not influence the number of required instructions and RRAMs. The minimum write strategy selects an RRAM with the smallest write count from the set of free RRAMs when requested. This only contributes to a better distribution of the write counts, and cannot increase or decrease the number of instructions or RRAM devices.

Affording a number of instructions and RRAMs higher than that shown in Table II, almost any desired write traffic is accessible using the suggested maximum write count strategy. Table III shows the results of full endurance management exploiting the minimum and maximum write strategies as well as the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation. The number of instructions, RRAM devices and the standard deviation of the writes performed to execute the PLiM programs under maximum write constraints of 10, 20, 50, and 100 are presented to show the relation between the improvement in write distribution and additional penalties w.r.t. data area.

Indeed, Table III provides different trade-offs between write endurance, latency, and area for the resulting implementations.

According to Table I, results for some benchmarks remain unchanged for constraint values which are higher than the benchmarks’ natural maximum number of writes. This unchanged values are indicated by dashes in the table and their value can be found on the corresponding cells with a lower write constraint. As expected, the number of instructions and RRAMs decrease as the write constraint becomes looser, while the write deviation worsens. An average improvement of 96.8% in standard deviation is obtained when a maximum allowed write value of 10 is set in the compiler. This improvement in the write distribution is obtained at a cost of 72.17% improvement achieved in the write traffic, the PLiM programs obtained by the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation also have average reductions of 36.48% and 18.18% in the number of instructions and RRAMs, respectively. It should be noted that the minimum write count strategy does not influence the required number of instructions and RRAMs.

A number of instructions and RRAMs higher than that shown in Table II, almost any desired write traffic is accessible using the suggested maximum write count strategy. Table III shows the results of full endurance management exploiting the minimum and maximum write strategies as well as the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation. The number of instructions, RRAM devices and the standard deviation of the writes performed to execute the PLiM programs under maximum write constraints of 10, 20, 50, and 100 are presented to show the relation between the improvement in write distribution and additional penalties w.r.t. data area.

Indeed, Table III provides different trade-offs between write endurance, latency, and area for the resulting implementations.

According to Table I, results for some benchmarks remain unchanged for constraint values which are higher than the benchmarks’ natural maximum number of writes. This unchanged values are indicated by dashes in the table and their value can be found on the corresponding cells with a lower write constraint. As expected, the number of instructions and RRAMs decrease as the write constraint becomes looser, while the write deviation worsens. An average improvement of 96.8% in standard deviation is obtained when a maximum allowed write value of 10 is set in the compiler. This improvement in the write distribution is obtained at a cost of 72.17% improvement achieved in the write traffic, the PLiM programs obtained by the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation also have average reductions of 36.48% and 18.18% in the number of instructions and RRAMs, respectively. It should be noted that the minimum write count strategy does not influence the required number of instructions and RRAMs.

A number of instructions and RRAMs higher than that shown in Table II, almost any desired write traffic is accessible using the suggested maximum write count strategy. Table III shows the results of full endurance management exploiting the minimum and maximum write strategies as well as the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation. The number of instructions, RRAM devices and the standard deviation of the writes performed to execute the PLiM programs under maximum write constraints of 10, 20, 50, and 100 are presented to show the relation between the improvement in write distribution and additional penalties w.r.t. data area.

Indeed, Table III provides different trade-offs between write endurance, latency, and area for the resulting implementations.

According to Table I, results for some benchmarks remain unchanged for constraint values which are higher than the benchmarks’ natural maximum number of writes. This unchanged values are indicated by dashes in the table and their value can be found on the corresponding cells with a lower write constraint. As expected, the number of instructions and RRAMs decrease as the write constraint becomes looser, while the write deviation worsens. An average improvement of 96.8% in standard deviation is obtained when a maximum allowed write value of 10 is set in the compiler. This improvement in the write distribution is obtained at a cost of 72.17% improvement achieved in the write traffic, the PLiM programs obtained by the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation also have average reductions of 36.48% and 18.18% in the number of instructions and RRAMs, respectively.

A number of instructions and RRAMs higher than that shown in Table II, almost any desired write traffic is accessible using the suggested maximum write count strategy. Table III shows the results of full endurance management exploiting the minimum and maximum write strategies as well as the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation. The number of instructions, RRAM devices and the standard deviation of the writes performed to execute the PLiM programs under maximum write constraints of 10, 20, 50, and 100 are presented to show the relation between the improvement in write distribution and additional penalties w.r.t. data area.

Indeed, Table III provides different trade-offs between write endurance, latency, and area for the resulting implementations.

According to Table I, results for some benchmarks remain unchanged for constraint values which are higher than the benchmarks’ natural maximum number of writes. This unchanged values are indicated by dashes in the table and their value can be found on the corresponding cells with a lower write constraint. As expected, the number of instructions and RRAMs decrease as the write constraint becomes looser, while the write deviation worsens. An average improvement of 96.8% in standard deviation is obtained when a maximum allowed write value of 10 is set in the compiler. This improvement in the write distribution is obtained at a cost of 72.17% improvement achieved in the write traffic, the PLiM programs obtained by the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation also have average reductions of 36.48% and 18.18% in the number of instructions and RRAMs, respectively.

A number of instructions and RRAMs higher than that shown in Table II, almost any desired write traffic is accessible using the suggested maximum write count strategy. Table III shows the results of full endurance management exploiting the minimum and maximum write strategies as well as the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation. The number of instructions, RRAM devices and the standard deviation of the writes performed to execute the PLiM programs under maximum write constraints of 10, 20, 50, and 100 are presented to show the relation between the improvement in write distribution and additional penalties w.r.t. data area.

Indeed, Table III provides different trade-offs between write endurance, latency, and area for the resulting implementations.

According to Table I, results for some benchmarks remain unchanged for constraint values which are higher than the benchmarks’ natural maximum number of writes. This unchanged values are indicated by dashes in the table and their value can be found on the corresponding cells with a lower write constraint. As expected, the number of instructions and RRAMs decrease as the write constraint becomes looser, while the write deviation worsens. An average improvement of 96.8% in standard deviation is obtained when a maximum allowed write value of 10 is set in the compiler. This improvement in the write distribution is obtained at a cost of 72.17% improvement achieved in the write traffic, the PLiM programs obtained by the endurance-aware MIG rewriting and compilation also have average reductions of 36.48% and 18.18% in the number of instructions and RRAMs, respectively.
count of 100 can be considered as a good trade-off, due to an overall improvement of 86.85% in the write balance as well as reducing the average number of instructions and RRAMs by 36.45% and 13.67%, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the issue of unbalanced write traffic in resistive crossbar in-memory computing architectures. As a case study, we proposed techniques for endurance management of a programmable logic-in-memory architecture. The proposed approach maintains a trade off between write endurance and other cost metrics of the resulting implementations including area and latency. The experimental results show a reduction of 86.65% in the standard deviation of writes as well as noticeable improvements in the lengths of instructions and number of RRAM devices.
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